
Karmayogi IAS: Strategy for clearing prelims 

(Follow our telegram channel at https://t.me/karmayogi_ias for daily updates and 

tips.) 

Every year 3-4 Lakhs of students appear for prelims. Yet only 2-3% of people clear 

it. So if you can clear prelims, you have fair chances of clearing the final UPSC 

exam. We are providing detail strategy that is worked for us to clear this exam. 

However, you can modify it according to your style and need for the final 

implementation. 

Clearing Prelims generally consist of few processes.  

1. Preparation part 

2. Application part(Tests) 

3. Guess work part and elimination techniques. 

1. Preparation part: 

a) Polity: Polity questions you can easily solve, if you read factually and 

analytically the whole lakshmikant book. If you are well equipped with 

factual part, you can solve most of the questions. However, UPSC is going 

beyond bookish knowledge these days. These questions can be solved if you 

are through conceptually. For example, in 2020 they asked what do you 

mean by constitutional government. If you have understood the significance 

of constitution, you can easily solve it. So, while reading Lakshmikant, you 

should add question tags to the statements you are reading. For example, if 

you are reading parliament committees, you should keep in mind why this 

committee is needed or what role this committee plays etc. Polity carries 

good weightage in prelims. So if you can score well in polity, you will fetch 

good score.  

To sum up, Polity should be read both factually and analytically through 

Lakshmikant. 

b) Ancient, medieval history and culture part: These questions are mostly 

factual. You should select some source like Tamil Nadu Ncert and combine 

it with Nitin Singhania and then repeatedly revise it at least 4,5 times. Some 
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questions can also be solved using elimination techniques. This you can do 

with chronology, logic etc. So, here mostly revision is important. 

c) Modern History: Should revise spectrum as many times as you can. Do not 

leave a single fact or point from spectrum. Remember and interlink 

chronology of events while you revising the book. Here too revision is the 

key. You can score high amount of marks if you are very strong in this 

subject. Also use Google to explore more. For example, in many places of 

spectrum, only names of committees are mentioned without explaining their 

role. Google them and write something side by the page. 

d) Geography: This is one good subject that can give you very good marks if 

you are through with basic NCERTs and Map pointing of current events and 

nothing extra can be needed. Get conceptual understanding of physical 

geography and make remember facts of Indian geography like river system 

etc. For mapping you should make not of places in news. Make a small file 

and note places in news, then see them using Google maps. Revise those 

places using Google maps at least 5,6 times before exam. Elimination 

methods can be very handy if you can remember even 50-60% what you 

had read. 

e) Economy: You should be through with basic topics like Banking, Fiscal 

policy, monetary policy, Budgeting and Inflation. Remaining topics are 

mostly asked from current affairs. You should revise monthly current affairs 

magazine repeatedly. 

f) Science and technology: these questions are asked from research topics. If 

you read and understand the statements given, you can answer them through 

elimination process. Do not spend too much time referring too many books 

and magazines.  

g) Environment: You should take last 2,3 years current affairs magazine 

related to environment and read them. You can easily remember the topics 

of environment with just 2,3 revisions. So you should cover more topics. 

Use Wikipedia to refer to national parks, wild life sanctuaries and species. If 

possible make a short notes of these topics. Acts, provisions you can cover 

from monthly magazines. 

h) Current affairs: Most important and toughest topic for aspirants. Most 

important thing to do current affairs is clarity. Remember the quote “Clarity 

is the key”. Read single magazine with clarity like what, where, why etc. 



For factual things make short notes of each monthly magazine while you are 

reading it second time. These facts can be very useful in quick revision and 

helps in elimination. 

2. Application part.  

a) You should solve tests for two things. One to gain additional knowledge and 

access your techniques. Try to attempt 90+ in every test using guess work. 

Accuracy will come with time. Do not worry about negative marks initially.  

b) Solve different institute test series. If you do only from 1 or 2 then your 

mind tune to that test methods. So rather than solving too many from single 

institute, try to solve few tests from each institute and cover 4,5 model test 

papers. 

c) Also solve last 3 years UPSC prelims papers to know how they are asking. 

d) You should clearly read each of the statement and understand the logic 

behind the statements. By doing this you can eliminate options. 

e) Leave only those questions which you do not know factually. Lengthy 

statement questions are generally easy to solve using elimination. 

3. Guess work part and elimination techniques. 

a) Try to find extreme words like only, at all, never, ever, all, highly etc and 

eliminate them even if they seem to be correct. 

b) Most of the numerically given data is wrong. So eliminate them. 

c) If you feel the given statement is illogical, eliminate it immediately. 

d) Use your knowledge to eliminate at least one statement.  

Some other things to remember. 

 Time is very important in prelims. You should at least be at question 75 

after 1 hour. 

 Don’t skip questions which you felt are very lengthy. Read it once and then 

if you could not eliminate any statement then skip it. 

 Use different symbols to mark the questions. Like tick mark for one 

optional eliminated ones, box for two eliminated options question. You can 

come back again and solve them.  

 Revision is key. At least you should revise 3,4 times of each subject. 

 Attempt at least 85+ questions. Accuracy is a myth. Only few can answer 

with 80% accuracy. 



 Solve whole paper in 3, 4 iterations.  

 Remember, even after rigorous preparation, you would be knowing only 

50% questions in final exam. So, you should use elimination techniques to 

get decent score. 

All the best. 

Team Karmayogi IAS. 

For any further specific doubts you can write to us at karmayogiias@gmail.com 


